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What was it like inside those last frantic meetings before the lockdowns began? Which
groups of executives made better decisions, faster? How did they make them? And as work
promises to remain at least partly virtual and remote for the foreseeable future, how might
that process look different today than it did in the early days of the pandemic? Most
importantly, what role does diversity - both cognitive and demographic - play in the quality of
decisions and teamwork?

This is what a unique team of scientists and citizen scientists set out to uncover in a first-of-
its-kind study.  

PICTURE IT .
March ,  2020 .  Pract ica l ly
overn ight ,  the  sca le  o f  the
coronav i rus  threat  had become
clear .  Whi le  many went  on
with  the i r  morning commutes ,
despi te  the i r  fears ,  smal l
teams of  execut ives  in
bus inesses  across  Amer ica
needed to  make an  immediate
dec is ion  about  how to  keep
thei r  employees  sa fe  and
bus inesses  a f loat .

Many  of  us  remember  keenly
the  days  our  l i ves  f i r s t  turned
ups ide  down,  when we le f t  our
of f ices  and schools  not
knowing when we ’d  be  ab le  to
return .  I t  was  a  hard  ca l l  for
the  teams of  leaders  who had
to  make d i f f icu l t  dec is ions  for
a  d iverse  set  o f  employees  who
al l  have  d i f ferent  needs  and
pr ior i t ies .  They  had to
suddenly  assemble  the i r  ent i re
sta f f  and inst ruct  them to  go
home.  But  r ight  or  wrong,  the
ca l l  had to  be  made .



That same month that schools and
offices shut, a group of unique
individuals joined a working session for
Forbes Ignite around advancing
cognitive diversity in the workplace.
Originally intended to be a live
experience, it was driven onto Zoom by
the events of the preceding weeks. While
many interesting ideas and solutions
resulted from these collaborations, one
stood out: a new type of study to
understand the ways that cognitive
diversity impacts teamwork and
collaboration.

But studying the challenge of cognitive
diversity required a truly diverse team,
one that combined scientific acumen
with outsiders’ perspectives. This is when
the cognitive diversity avengers, as the
research team came to call themselves,
assembled. Along the way, we learned
many lessons of our own about
collaborating with diverse teams and
how divergent thinking yields better
outcomes - even if it’s not always an easy
or comfortable process getting to them.

One half of the dream team we
assembled hailed from various places in
Academia.
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HOW IT BEGAN There was Daniel Almeida, a Forbes 30
Under 30 Listmaker and Ph.D.
neuroscientist at McGill University who
studies, among other things, the brain
in health and disease. His vision, cheer,
intellect and superhuman work ethic
anchored so much of the process and
the work we did together.

Linda Charmaraman, Ph.D. a senior
research scientist at the Wellesley
Centers for Women acted as scientific
advisor for our work. Her focus on
questions of identity among youths and
how they’re shaped by social media -
and deep experience designing
psychological studies - kept the group
on track. She’s also the nicest woman in
the world.  

Chevy (Chaveso) Cook combined his
experience as an active member of
America’s special operations with a
Ph.D. in human behavior to provide
philosophical and qualitative context to
our work and push us all to dream
bigger. His experience as the executive
director of a mentorship non-profit also
gave him tactical experience in many of
the issues.



Finally, Falisha Karpati, Ph.D. brought her
expertise in neuroscience and a keen eye
for equity and inclusion - developed in
part through her private equity and
inclusion consulting practice - to many of
the trickiest challenges we faced,
especially in her partnership with Daniel,
Linda and Chevy on the interpretation of
our findings. 

To expand the types of inputs beyond
the academic, we also included an
incredible group of other practitioners.

Micah Hendler has spent his career
looking at the power of music to bridge
cultural boundaries and build a sense of
shared belonging. He did this first as the
Executive Director and founder of the
Jerusalem Youth Chorus, an interfaith
choir of Israeli and Palestinian children,
and then added to that role by co-
founding a company called “Raise Your
Voice Labs” which are applying these
learning to organizational management.
Micah is also a Forbes 30 Under 30
Listmaker.

Razvan Andrei Nacea, a Forbes 30 Under
30 Listmaker and business management
and leadership coach who founded
Nacea Partners, helped provide his
perspective of the challenges real leaders
and organizations face when grappling
with diversity, innovation and
collaboration.
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Finally, Marisa Asari and Neil Oliver
(who made the beautiful materials
you’re reading now) brought their
knowledge of data science,
visualization and design to our
findings - but also helped shape the
structure of the experiment itself in
ways that wouldn’t have been
possible without their perspectives.
Marisa is the Head of Product
Design at Benshi.ai, a start-up
focused on improving the health of
individuals and populations in
resource-poor countries through
advanced AI applications. Neil is the
Data Lead at Data Culture, an
innovation and design consultancy
that specializes in data-driven
transformations and visualizations.

Nat Hawley
Samantha Bestavros
Nam Phuong Doan
Carol Nguyen

We were also supported by the extraordinary efforts of a wide range of professional and
student volunteers whose efforts in hosting the experiment, evaluating the solutions, coding
qualitative data based on video recordings, and many other things made this work possible:  

Divya Harpalani
Addison Cain
Michelle Ammirati
Mingshan Mai

Dansha Cai
John Jaimes
Kenny Morifi-Winslow
Paul Benson

Kelly M. Brown
John Tass Parker
Dr. Greg Cannady
Erin Guinup
Cara Pelletier



Of all the dimensions of diversity,
cognitive diversity - the different ways
people think and approach problems -
is perhaps the most under-discussed
and mysterious. We know a great deal
about neurobiological differences
across human beings and how physical
structures in the brain can affect
human behavior. We also have a deep
understanding of how peoples’ lived
experiences, personalities, and
observed behavior differ. But there
remains much we do not understand,
especially in terms of what all this
means for team collaboration in the
workplace and beyond.

We’re not entirely sure how the
different paths people take in life, the
groups they belong to, their cultures,
and emotional tendencies affect the
physical state of their brains. We
especially don’t understand how all of
this relates to the way that teams
collaborate, create and make decisions.

Each of these approaches has its own
unique limitations. We can describe
what regions of the brain react under
certain conditions using scans, but
these tools don’t do a good job of
picking apart more intricate quirks of
human behavior. Observing people in a  

laboratory setting, interviewing them,
and surveying them can uncover many
of those contextual details but can’t
place them in a neurological context. 

Importantly, many psychological
experiments on diversity in the
workplace are conducted in an
unrealistic setting — a lab, not a work
environment. Most scientific studies
focus on internal validity - controlling
for every single possible variable to say
with the highest possible degree of
conviction that one thing is correlated
with another. We prioritized external
validity, or making sure that the results
of our work are applicable and
generalizable in the real world. This is
something many studies on cognitive
diversity lack.

Research on cognitive diversity within
teams is also moving away from
surface-and task-irrelevant diversity
toward deeper-level cognitive diversity
across multiple disciplines, including
management, communication,
education, criminal justice, military, and
healthcare.
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THE CHALLENGE

THE EXPERIMENT
To deepen our understanding, a team
of unique and interdisciplinary thinkers
set out to conduct an observational 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1046496415602558
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experiment with members of the North
American workforce, in the realistic
setting of a Zoom meeting. The team
partnered with the talent assessment
firm, pymetrics, which uses scientifically
validated games to understand thinking
styles and behavioral traits for large
global companies.

Over 45 participants, ranging from CEOs
of large corporations to IT leaders,
academics, and entry level employees
from industries that ranged from
computer science to education and from
law to health. We invited them to
participate in an open call, over email
and social media networks, to join what
was billed as a social experiment and
event where the goal was trying to
“understand innovative teams” by
working in groups to design solutions to
a real world dilemma – that of equitably
vaccinating the population for Covid-19.
Specifically, we focused on the
communication and persuasion
challenges inherent in convincing
diverse groups to seek the shot.

We limited our participants to those
aged 22 and older, fluent in English, and
living in the US or Canada. Over 100
responded, but not all completed all
phases of the experiment and those that
did not had their data discarded.  

When participants sent their RSVP, they
completed a survey covering their
demographics and attitudes towards
work and collaboration. After this, they
each completed a 30 minute series of
pymetrics games designed to uncover
their thinking styles across 9 key traits
that the organization identified. 
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Using these reports, the team ran a
cluster analysis that put participants into
distinct groups of 2-3 individuals based
on the similarities and differences in
their cognitive test scores from
pymetrics. The team identified 3 distinct
clusters, though for some constructs
participants within a cluster were
significantly different from those within
another cluster.

All participants joined one of two 1.5 hour
Zoom calls. Individuals were grouped by
the research team ahead of time into
teams of two or three where members
either came from different clusters in the
pymetrics analysis (cognitively diverse),
or where they were all from the same
cluster (cognitively homogeneous). Our
working hypothesis was that we’d see
different, measurable approaches from
each type of team and that more
cognitively diverse teams would perform
better across multiple dimensions.

When participants joined the meeting,
they were given a brief introduction and
immediately sent into separate Zoom
links, one for each team, where a
volunteer proctor administered the
experiment.

The proctors were advised to answer
only questions about the instructions,
though they would only be able to read
what was on the briefing document. The
briefing document included an audio
recording and a written explanation on a
Google Slide.

The first task the participants were given
was a “convergent” task — one where
there is a single right answer, and the
team must collaborate quickly to find it.
They were given 15 minutes to complete
“the nine dot problem.” In this challenge,
there are three rows of three dots
arranged into a square. The goal is to
connect all of the dots with only three
lines, without letting go of the mouse.  

Because the solution to this involves
drawing lines outside of the grid or box
— the origin of the term “thinking
outside the box” — psychologists use this
test as one to assess creativity. Many
people wouldn’t think to draw outside of
the box even though the instructions
never said that was a rule. Whether and
how quickly an individual or team is able
to solve the problem speaks to how
flexible their mind is in adopting
different frames of reference for
analyzing problems.

Giving participants such a difficult task
to solve in only 15 minutes as soon as
they landed in their team Zoom link also
served another purpose. It dialed up the
pressure. From the very first second they
were faced with a seemingly impossible
task and a similarly impossible time
frame to do it in. They had to quickly
establish how they would work together
and address the challenge at hand while
the clock was ticking. As the research
team wanted to understand how
cognitively diverse and homogenous
groups would behave under pressure,
this made a great deal of sense. 
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Once the 15 minutes were up, the teams
were immediately tasked with a new
challenge. This time the problem was
one that had no single answer, was
highly complex, and also very relevant in
April of 2021 when the experiment was
conducted. Teams were instructed to
develop a strategy to “convince America
to get vaccinated” against the
coronavirus. They were given a budget of
one billion dollars, a detailed prompt
outlining the circumstances, and thirty
minutes to find a solution. Within the
prompt they were advised that what has
come to be called “vaccine hesitancy”
was a problem among multiple
populations who distrusted the safety of
the vaccine for a variety of reasons.  

We wanted to understand whether
diverse teams would create solutions
that were more inclusive of many
different groups compared to the teams
composed of people who were more
similar. They also wanted to understand
whether these solutions might be more
creative and/or practical.

After thirty minutes of discussion,
another shoe fell on the teams. They now
had just 15 minutes to fill out a single
Google Slide called a “concept poster”
where they’d describe their idea in a few
formulaic blocks: title, description,
budget, and potential shortcomings.
Some teams carried on their heated
discussions and needed time reminders
to move them along. Other teams went
the opposite route and chose to divide
and conquer the task by assigning each
section of the concept poster, at times
rather quietly and in isolation.

As soon as the participants wrapped up
their concept posters, or the time ran
out, they each filled out a short exit
survey. The goal of the exit survey was to
get them to tell the research team about
their experiences within the group, how
they felt, what they felt from other
people in their group, and what they
thought of the solution they’d created.

Then, as the dust settled after the
conclusion of the experiments, the
analysis began.

THE ANALYSIS
A small group of professionals with
experience in public health, persuasion,
conflict, diversity and inclusion,
marketing and advertising ranked each
of the team’s solutions. 



They ranked each solution along several
dimensions, including how creativity, 
 practicality, inclusivity and accessibility.  

Using these scores, the research team
set to work on analyzing what
differentiated teams whose work
product ranked higher than others. The
data analysts of the team used multiple
linear regression analysis to uncover
which variables in the pymetrics tests,
both on individual test scores and
whether or not the team was diverse, to
understand which individual factors
within the test results correlated to
higher group scores. The process was
repeated with data from both the intake
survey participants took ahead of time,
and the exit survey they completed right
after the experiment.

Additionally, a qualitative team of trained
coders meticulously coded the group
interactions in footage from the recorded
Zoom experiments. They noted things
like who was the dominant speaker, who
listened more, what happened when
teams got stuck, how many new ideas
were introduced, and more. Then all of
these variables were also analyzed to see
how they related to how highly the
professional judges rated their solutions.   

business leaders, and anyone who
manages teams, in managing diverse
teams under high pressure.
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WHAT WE FOUND 
While the team had set out to uncover
the effects of cognitive diversity on
creativity, teamwork and collaboration,
a series of entirely different findings
emerged. The analyses revealed that
while one dimension of cognitive
diversity was highly linked to how
highly rated solutions were, the vast
majority of what separated high
performing teams from lower ones had
everything to do with demographic
diversity. What they also uncovered
were unique results that can guide

COGNITIVE DIVERSITY
It’s still unclear why only one cognitive
trait, as measured by pymetrics, had a
very important role in how groups’
solutions were ranked. That trait was
labeled fairness. And interestingly,
instead of groups being diverse when it
came to this trait, groups performed
better when they were more similar.

As pymetrics describes it, the variable of
fairness measures how quickly one
makes judgments about how fair social
situations are. It also looks at whether
those judgments are carefully
considered or based on instinct. Groups
where individuals thought about
fairness in different ways tended to
have poorer solution rankings. This
stands to reason, as fairness is the basis
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of trust and group cohesion. If people in
a group - especially strangers meeting
for the first time, as in our experiment -
all have different ways of measuring
fairness in social situations, it will be
hard to come to a consensus about fair
ways of arriving at a solution.

At the same time, we saw that groups
whose members tended to see the
outcomes of most social exchanges as
fair, rather than being critical of
outcomes, outperformed those groups
where members were more critical of
outcomes. That doesn’t mean, though,
that teams should only be made up of
those that are less critical of the fairness
of social outcomes. While fairness-
accepting individuals seem to excel in
new groups and under high pressure,
fairness-critical individuals likely fare
better when they have the time and
background information needed to
make a fully informed decision. One
reason their perspective is so important
is that having someone who is more
skeptical that social outcomes are fair is
more likely to spot inequities and
unintended consequences of decisions.
It’s important for managers to take the
time to understand their team
members’ views on what is fair, or not,
and how they come to those
determinations.  

of gender, race, age, sexual orientation,
education and birth country.  Age and
sexual orientation were more indicative
of highly rated solutions.

This demonstrates that when you bring
together a team that has a wide range
of different backgrounds, life
experiences, and identities, better
solutions can be the result. As
inclusivity was one of the key variables
that solutions were measured on, it also
stands to reason that a team
representing multiple identities and
groups would take more into account
than those that didn’t.

In addition to overall demographic
diversity, language diversity (which was
not included in the overall
demographic diversity variable) was the
factor that explained teams’ successes
better than any of the others. The
groups with the most highly rated
solutions were more likely to speak
more than one language.  Past research
on bilingualism has revealed its
cognitive benefits, including attentional
control, working memory, and abstract
and symbolic representation skills.

BUILDING DEMOGRAPHIC
DIVERSITY
Demographic diversity, as mentioned
previously, was actually the most critical
underlying factor when assessing high
quality solutions. The types of
demographic diversity that contributed
to this in our analysis included diversity 

THE COLLABORATION
EXPERIENCE

The team also learned that, in some
sense, the way that a person perceives
the experience of collaboration is as
important as the actual work product.
Unsurprisingly, we also saw that the
solutions submitted by groups who
thought they did a good job at working
together and had less negative feelings
about themselves during this process

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.3102/0034654310368803
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.3102/0034654310368803
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tended to be rated more highly by
professional judges. 

The takeaway from this is that it’s critical
that collaborative teams have positive
interactions and relationships, and that
managers need to focus on this
rigorously - as much as they would on
the actual outcomes they’re trying to
achieve.

perspectives, interests and concerns in
advance makes it easier to keep the
needs of the broader group in mind --
even in high pressure, time-bound
decisions.

Counterintuitively, groups who outside
observers felt listened well to their
teammates when they disagreed tended
to create lower-rated solutions. No one is
questioning the value of active listening
in general when it comes to creating
good team dynamics and performance.
However, there are certain situations, as
mentioned before, where progress
simply has to be made and there’s not as
much time to listen to everyone’s
thoughts. 

In addition to collecting input in
advance, it’s also important to question
the deadline. If the cost of getting
broader input - and  increasing chances
for a solution that’s better for all - is just
time, sometimes you should take it. 

THE LISTENING PARADOX
In the unique circumstances of making
a complex decision under high pressure
and a short timeline, getting everyone's
opinions in a traditional meeting or
discussion format is incredibly difficult. 

The task that participants performed in
our experiment was highly complex and
had a tight deadline, so there was
pressure to create a solution before the
clock ran out. The more participants in
a group felt that their individual
opinions counted and the more the
group was rated as being good listeners
when disagreeing with others, the
worse their solutions were rated by the
judges.  

In a situation where a good solution has
to be delivered rapidly, obtaining
everyone's opinion in an open-
discussion format isn’t always practical.
A team operating this way may not
reach consensus before the clock runs
out, or their final product might consist
of different ideas that don’t cohere. 
 Different ways of sourcing opinions
(e.g. surveys or forms, shared
documents, creative brainstorming
activities) could be valuable
alternatives. But managers and
members of teams have to do these
things before there’s a pressing
problem. Knowing your team’s 



This is true, even for CEO’s whose bosses
are investors and the board. Oftentimes,
there’s more time. Taking it can yield
better, more inclusive decisions.

We prepare every day (or not) to manage
under crisis and one of the key things to
do is understand the perceptions and
ideas of those on your team. When
groups contained people that peers said
“talked too much,” the results were
poorer. Because of the short time period,
and the need to compromise, perhaps it
was detrimental to give everyone too
much talking time.

outperformed tended to consider more
ideas for a solution before settling on a
final decision. That means it’s important
to build a climate of psychological safety
so team members feel comfortable and
empowered to share ideas, even if they
may be a bit unconventional or
impractical. This basic understanding
that “the best way to find a good idea is
to look at a lot of ideas,” or ideation, is
one of the foundational elements of
design thinking. 
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LEADERSHIP
One of the most defining features of
any group dynamic is leadership. While
no participant in any group was
specifically appointed to a leadership
position, someone in each group
inevitably took on that role. This is a
phenomenon called Emergent
Leadership. This occurs when a group
leader is not appointed or elected, but
rather a person steps into that role over
time as the group interacts.

Often, that person tended to speak
more than other members of the group,
and when group members believed
that the dominant speaker held the
same values as they did, they were
more likely to create a solution that
judges rated highly. This speaks to the
fact that having and adhering to a set of
bedrock values as a leader isn’t a
theoretical management practice, it’s
essential to achieving the results
companies need. 

IDEATION
When trying to find a creative solution,
it’s important to bring as many ideas
to the table as possible. Groups that

LIMITATIONS AND
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
FUTURE STUDY
Like any work, there are some limits
inherent in the design and conducting
of the experiment that may have
affected the outcome in ways we’re not
sure of, or which might suggest
avenues for future study:
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1. We had to tell participants that
cognitive diversity was part of the focus
of our experiment in order to give them
enough information to decide whether
to participate. This may have resulted in
inadvertent priming.

2. While participants exhibited diversity
across the pymetrics cognitive traits,
there were more similarities across
participants than expected. This may be
an artifact of sampling bias, where
people with certain cognitive styles are
more likely to respond to an open call
over email.

3. Rarely in the real world would
someone be thrown into a situation
where they must make an immediate
decision together with people who
they’ve never met before and where
they don’t even have time to introduce
themselves. This means that our
findings are mostly applicable to
managing difficult and nebulous tasks
under a tight deadline. An area for
future study could be to see if our
findings hold among individuals who
already work together and/or have a
level of pre-existing familiarity, or in an
environment where decisions don’t
need to be made as rapidly.

4. Due to the complex nature of the
divergent task - convincing America to
get vaccinated - we had to rely on
qualitative expert reviews of solutions
the team created rather than objective,
quantitative measures. The validity of
the experiment would be improved by
either finding such measures and/or by
increasing the number and diversity of
experts who participated in the 
review process.

5. Due to the multiple steps required to
confirm participants involvement and
to collect the necessary data, we had a
lower sample size than would be ideal.
The power of the finding could be
increased, or new ones uncovered, if the
experiment had a larger sample size.

CONCLUSION
It’s deja-vu all over again.  

Just as leaders acted quickly under
pressure at the beginning of the
pandemic and made tough decisions,
similar meetings are happening across
the US today. At the time of publication,
of February 21, 2022, the Omicron
Variant of the coronavirus is spiking
around the world and has made plans
for a return to the office difficult to
predict. The same kinds of meetings are
happening again. 



What do we do? When can we expect to return? How do we plan for the future? All of
these are questions that will have to be answered quickly and under pressure. What we’ve
learned is that if the people in these virtual meeting rooms are more diverse along many
demographic dimensions, have a shared sense of what’s fair, and can implement creative
methods of integrating many ideas into a quickly conceived solution, those teams will
likely perform better. 

This unique experiment not only supports the value of diversity in creativity and
teamwork, but it provides useful guidance on managing a diverse team in times of crisis
and uncertainty. Perhaps one of the most vital things any leader can take away from this
research is that diversity takes work, and takes time. If it’s impossible to have everyone
weigh in on every decision, all the time, especially in emergencies, then the work of
knowing team members, building psychological safety, and ensuring that diverse
decision makers are around the table has to be planned well in advance.

But if it can be done, the formula for success is right in front of us.
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